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Ship Models

CHESAPEAKE BAY SKIPJACK. ca. 1930. Built by Alfred S. Brownell, 1946. 71 cm (stern to bow) Scale 3/4" = 1'.

COLONIAL FISHING SCHOONER. reconstruction 1765-80. Built by Alfred S. Brownell, 1948. 59 cm. Scale 3/8" = 1'.

EAGLE. Maine Pinkey. 1820. Built by Alfred S. Brownell, 1947. 63 cm. Scale 1/2" = 1'.

EASTPORT PINKEY. 1850. Built by Alfred S. Brownell. 66.5 cm.

FRIENDSHIP SLOOP. 1890. Built by Robert B. Easton, 1947. 66 cm. Scale 5/16" = 1'.

ISLAND BELLE. 1861. Built by Alfred S. Brownell. 62 cm.

LAURA ENOS. Gloucester Sloop. 1901. Built by Alfred S. Brownell, 1946. 64.5 cm. Scale 1/2" = 1'.

NEW HAVEN SHARPIE. 1899. Built by Alfred S. Brownell, 1948. 67 cm. Scale 3/4" = 1'.

QUODDY. 1883. Built by Alfred S. Brownell. 51.2 cm.

TANCOOK WHALER. ca. 1900. Built by Alfred S. Brownell, 1946. 71.7 cm. Scale 5/8" = 1'.

TRIUMPH. Chesapeake Bay Bugeye. 1893. Built by Robert B. Easton. 73.5 cm.

Architectural Drawings

1. ACORN [technical drawing : photocopy] : sloop / drawn by R. Topping, 1825 October 13 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 18.9 x 54.5 cm.

   ACTIVE see DILIGENCE

   ACUTE see ASSUALT [sic]

   ADDER see ASSUALT

2. ALDERNEY [technical drawing : photocopy] : sloop, 1755 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19.9 x 54.9 cm.
3. ALFRED [technical drawing: photocopy]: the first American flagship, 1775 / drawn by C.G. Davis, 1922. 45 x 60 cm.

4. ALFRED [technical drawing: photocopy]: sail plan of the first American flagship, 1775 / drawn by C.G. Davis, 1922. 49.6 x 74.4 cm.

ALLIGATOR U.S. schooner 1821 lines and deck plans see DOLPHIN

ALLIGATOR U.S. schooner 1821 sail plan see DOLPHIN

5. AMERICA [technical drawing: blueprint]: sail plan for the privateer, 1813 / drawn by B.B. Crowninshield, 1900 April 2. 42.2 x 57.1 cm.

6. AMERICAN PILOT SCHOONER [technical drawing: blueprint]: 1830 / drawn by Chapelle, 1930; traced from a drawing in the Peabody Museum. 46 x 82 cm.

q7. AMERICAN PRIVATEER [technical drawing: blueprint]: double topsail schooner, 1812 / drawn by George C. Wales, 1919. 68.6 x 76 cm.

q8. AMERICAN RIVER GALLEY [technical drawing: autograph] / drawn by Chapelle, 1931. 68.8 x 85.5 cm.

q9. AMERICAN SCHOONER [technical drawing: blueprint]: lines, 1841. 40.4 x 115 cm.

10. AMERICAN SCHOONER [technical drawing: blueprint]: sail plan, 1841. 43.8 x 81.3 cm.

11. ARMED SCHOONER [technical drawing: blueprint]: lines / copied from a drawing in the Peabody Museum. 38.9 x 103.7 cm.

12. ARMED SCHOONER [technical drawing: blueprint]: sail plan / copied from a drawing in the Peabody Museum. 41 x 80.7 cm.

13. ARROW [technical drawing: photocopy] / drawn by John [Peake], 1804. 20.3 x 54.3 cm.

ASP see ASSUALT

14. ASSUALT [technical drawing: photocopy]: 1797 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 20.5 x 53.3 cm.

15. BACCHUS [technical drawing: photocopy]: a brigantine sloop / drawn by [Peake], 1811 September 24; copied from the original in the Whitehall, Admiralty. 19.3 x 55.5 cm.
16. BADGER [technical drawing : photocopy] : brig, 1777 June; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19.4 x 56.3 cm.

17a. BALTIMORE BRIGG [technical drawing : blueprint] : clipper, 1842. 35.4 x 79.7 cm.

17b. BALTIMORE BRIGG [technical drawing : blueprint] : clipper, 1842. 37 x 80.5 cm.

18a. BALTIMORE CLIPPER SCHOONER [technical drawing : photocopy] : body plan, 1819 / drawn by Chapelle, 1927. 41.9 x 77.8 cm.

18b. BALTIMORE CLIPPER SCHOONER [technical drawing : photocopy] : body plan, 1819 / drawn by Chapelle, 1927. 42.1 x 77.8 cm.

19a. BALTIMORE CLIPPER SCHOONERS [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plans, 1812, 1822 / drawn by Chapelle, 1927. 40.7 x 76.5 cm.

19b. BALTIMORE CLIPPER SCHOONERS [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plans, 1820 / drawn by Chapelle, 1927. 33.1 x 33.6 cm.

20. BARBADOS [technical drawing : blueprint] : sloop, 1784 October / drawn by Chapelle. 55.5 x 116.3 cm.

BASILISK see DILIGENCE

21. BASILISK BOMB [technical drawing : blueprint] : 1757 / drawn by [Chapelle]. 43.6 x 109.5 cm.

22. BEAVERS PRIZE [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's sloop / drawn by Geo. White, 1778 March; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 23.3 x 55.3 cm.


24a. BERBICE [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's armed schooner, 1789 August / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 36.9 x 51.8 cm.

24b. BERBICE [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's armed schooner, 1789 August / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 37 x 52 cm.

25. BIDEFORD [technical drawing : photocopy] : 1727 April 15 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 20.2 x 54.3 cm.

BITER see ASSUALT

BLAZER see ASSUALT
BOLD see CONTEST
BORER see CONTEST
BOUNCER see ASSUALT

26a. BOUNTY [technical drawing : photocopy] : armed transport, 1787 November 19. 32.9 x 54 cm.

26b. BOUNTY [technical drawing : photocopy] : armed transport, 1787 November 19. 33.6 x 54.5 cm.

27. BOUNTY [technical drawing : photocopy] : inboard works of His Majesty's armed transport, 1789 / drawn by Raymond Aker, 1952. 45.8 x 76.8 cm.

28. BOUNTY [technical drawing : photocopy] : lines and deck of His Majesty's armed transport, 1789 / drawn by Raymond Aker, 1952. 46.4 x 98.6 cm.

29. BOUNTY'S LAUNCH [technical drawing : autograph] : construction plan / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island, 1934. 51.2 x 95.1 cm.

30. BOUNTY'S LAUNCH [technical drawing : autograph] : lines / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island, 1934. 48 x 96 cm.


BOXER see ASSUALT

BOXER see CONTEST

32. BOXER 2 [technical drawing : photocopy] : brig-of-war, 1831 November 22 / drawn by C.G. Davis, 1922. 39.4 x 52.9 cm.

33. BOXER 2 [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan for brig-of-war, 1831 / drawn by C.G. Davis, 1922. 38.8 x 52.9 cm.

BRAMBLE see DILIGENCE

34. A BRIG [technical drawing : photocopy] : 22.2 x 60.8 cm.

35. BRIG OF WAR [technical drawing : photocopy] : 1804. 21.9 x 57.2 cm.
BRUIZER see ASSUALT

36. BUGEYE [technical drawing : autograph] : lines. 52.5 x 95 cm.

37. CABOT [technical drawing : blueprint] : sail plan of 12-gun brig, 1775 / drawn by C.G. Davis, 1922. 27.4 x 38 cm.

38. CABOT [technical drawing : blueprint] : 12-gun brig / drawn by C.G. Davis, 1922. 27 x 34.3 cm.


40. CAMEO [technical drawing : photocopy] : plan of 160 ton ship / drawn by C.G. Davis, 1929. 35 x 54.7 cm.

41. CAMEO [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan of 160 ton ship / drawn by C.G. Davis, 1929. 32.2 x 42.2 cm.

42. CARLETON [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by Coleman, 1776. 24.9 x 53.8 cm.

43. CHALEUR [technical drawing : autograph] : inboard profile and arrangement / drawn by Chapelle, 1930. 47.3 x 100.4 cm.

44. CHALEUR [technical drawing : autograph] : sail plan reconstruction / drawn by Chapelle, 1930. 53.2 x 77.6 cm.

45. CHALEUR [technical drawing : autograph] : 1768 November / drawn by Chapelle, 1930. 48.6 x 104.5 cm.

46. CHILDERS [technical drawing : photocopy] : brigantine, 1778 / drawn by Williams; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19.9 x 53.5 cm.

47a. CLIPPER CITY [technical drawing : photocopy] : lines. 17.1 x 23.8 cm.

47b. CLIPPER CITY [technical drawing : photocopy] : lines. 16.8 x 24 cm.

48. CLIPPER CITY [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan. 16.8 x 24.1 cm.

49. COLKATRICE [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's schooner / drawn by Topping, 1828 October 31; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 18.6 x 51.6 cm.

50. COMET [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's fire ship / drawn by Winslow, 1805 October 10. 21.5 x 54.6 cm.

CONFLICT see CONTEST
CONGRESS see CONSTELLATION

51. CONSTELLATION [technical drawing : photocopy] : lines for frigate. 46.1 x 55.9 cm.

52. CONSTITUTION [technical drawing : autograph] : belaying plan of U.S. frigate / drawn by Spicer, 1927. 27.3 x 62.8 cm.

53. CONSTITUTION [technical drawing : blueprint] : key to running rigging where belayed / copied from notes of Col. W.F. Spicer, 1925. 25.5 x 61.8 cm.

54. CONSTITUTION [technical drawing : blueprint] : key to running rigging where belayed / copied from notes of Col. W.F. Spicer, 1925. 18.5 x 43.3 cm.

55. CONSTITUTION [technical drawing : autograph] : key to running rigging where belayed / copied from notes of Col. W.F. Spicer, 40.3 x 76.5 cm.

q56. CONSTITUTION [technical drawing : blueprint] : gun deck of U.S. frigate, 1878 / drawn by Philip Fishborne. 31.1 x 137.2 cm.

q57. CONSTITUTION [technical drawing : blueprint] : lines and body plan of U.S. frigate, 1883 / traced from the original in Washington, D.C. 66.2 x 182.7 cm.

q58. CONSTITUTION [technical drawing : blueprint] : shear plan and half breadth plan of the U.S. frigate. 66.5 x 182.5 cm.

q59. CONSTITUTION [technical drawing : blueprint] : spar and rigging plan of U.S. frigate, 1907. 82.6 x 225.6 cm.

q60. CONSTITUTION [technical drawing : blueprint] : spardeck of U.S. frigate, 1883 / drawn by William Webb. 37.5 x 143.8 cm.

CONTEST see ASSUALT

61. CONTEST [technical drawing : photocopy] : brig / drawn by Wm. Peake, 1811 November 30 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 21.7 x 56 cm.

62. CORNWALLIS [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's armed store / drawn by Hayes, 1781 May 11 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19.8 x 55.2 cm.


63b. LE COUREUR [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by Winslow, 1778 September 10. 23.7 x 50.6 cm.
COURIER see ECLIPSE

CRACKER see ASSUALT

CRASH see ASSUALT

64a. CUPID [technical drawing: photocopy]: His Majesty's sloop / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall, 1777 August 27. 21.4 x 53.9 cm.

64b. CUPID [technical drawing: photocopy]: His Majesty's sloop / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall, 1777 August 27. 21.5 x 53.8 cm.

65. DILIGENCE [technical drawing: autograph]: revenue cruizer, 1817 March 12 / drawn by Chapelle, 1932. 45.7 x 108.7 cm.

66. DILIGENCE [technical drawing: autograph]: rigging plan of revenue cruizer, 1817 March 12 / drawn by Chapelle, 1932. 60.6 x 70.6 cm.

67. DILIGENCE [technical drawing: autograph]: inboard works of revenue cruizer, 1817 March 12 / drawn by Chapelle, 1932. 44 x 106.6 cm.

68. DILIGENTE [technical drawing: blueprint]: slave brig, 1839 November 12 / drawn by [Chapelle]. 41.5 x 166 cm.

69. DISPATCH [technical drawing: photocopy]: Cherokee armed ship, 1777. 20.9 x 55.2 cm.

70. DOLPHIN [technical drawing: autograph]: line and deck details for U.S. schooner, 1821 / drawn by Chapelle, 1934. 53 x 97.3 cm.

71. DOLPHIN [technical drawing: autograph]: sail plan for schooner, 1821 / drawn by Chapelle, 1934. 45.9 x 83.5 cm.

72. DOLPHIN [technical drawing: autograph]: hermaphrodite, 1836 / drawn by Chapelle. 45.1 x 105.4 cm.

73. DOLPHIN [technical drawing: autograph]: sail plan of hermaphrodite, 1840. 45.3 x 66.7 cm.

74. DOMINICA [technical drawing: blueprint]: deck plan of His Majesty's schooner / drawn by Chapelle, 1930. 25.7 x 56.3 cm.

75. DOMINICA [technical drawing: blueprint]: His Majesty's schooner / drawn by Chapelle, 1929. 35.2 x 83.7 cm.

76. DOMINICA [technical drawing: blueprint]: inboard profile of His Majesty's schooner / drawn by Chapelle, 1929. 35.7 x 78 cm.
77. DOS AMIGOS [technical drawing : photocopy] : draught of the Fair Rosamond schooner taken on the coast of Africa as the Dos Amigos, 1832 October 10 / drawn by Chapelle. 47.6 x 95.5 cm.

78. DOS AMIGOS [technical drawing : photocopy] : inboard plans of the Fair Rosamond schooner taken on the coast of Africa as the Dos Amigos, 1832 October 10 / drawn by Chapelle. 39.2 x 82.4 cm.

79. DOS AMIGOS [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan of the Fair Rosamond schooner taken on the coast of Africa as the Dos Amigos, 1832 October 10 / drawn by Chapelle. 49.6 x 69.4 cm.

80. DRAKE [technical drawing : photocopy] ; 1740 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 29 x 52.2 cm.

81. DRUID [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's sloop, 1776 October 2 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 21.3 x 53.7 cm.

82. ECLIPSE [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by Winslow, 1797 February ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 24.5 x 52.7 cm.

83. ENDEAVOUR [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's bark, 1768. 11 x 27.7 cm.

84. ENGLAND THAMES BARGE [technical drawing : photocopy] : full sail plan / drawn by Chapelle. 41.6 x 75 cm.

85. ENGLAND THAMES BARGE [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan, 1825-50 / drawn by Chapelle, 1927. 41.1 x 77 cm.


88. EPERVIER [technical drawing : photocopy] : brigantine sloop / drawn by Peake, 1812 May 21 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19.6 x 54.9 cm.

89. L'EPERVIER [technical drawing : photocopy] : taken by His Majesty's ship L'Egyptienne / drawn by [Didrams?], 1803 October 31. 19.5 x 55 cm.
90. ERIE [technical drawing : photocopy] : sloop of war / drawn by William Doughty, 1813 May 6. 21.8 x 52.7 cm.

91. ESCORTE [technical drawing : photocopy] : a french privateer, 1757 May / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19.9 x 55.3 cm.

EXPERIMENT see BIDDEFORD

92. EXPRESS [technical drawing : photocopy] : schooner / drawn by [White?], 1815 July ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 21.8 x 55.8 cm.

93. FAIR ROSAMOND [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan, 1837. 41.3 x 52.3 cm.

94. FAIR ROSAMOND [technical drawing : photocopy] : schooner taken on the coast of Africa, 1832 October 10 / drawn by [Shallot?] ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 24.4 x 55.5 cm.

95. FERRET [technical drawing : photocopy] / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 18.9 x 56 cm.

96. FERRETT [technical drawing : photocopy] : sloop, ca. 1711 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 34.3 x 51.2 cm.

FLAMBORS see BIDDEFORD

FLAMER see ECLIPSE

97. FLORA [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's ship, 1780 April / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 28.5 x 89.5 cm.

98. FLORIDA [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by Tison, 1816 January ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 15.7 x 49.6 cm.


99b. FLY KETCH [technical drawing : photocopy] : 1752 April. 18.8 x 53.3 cm.

FLYING FISH [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's schooner, 1806 / drawn by Chapelle. 47.8 x 117.7 cm.

FLYING FISH [technical drawing : blueprint] : His Majesty's schooner, 1806 / drawn by Chapelle. 48.7 x 117.2 cm.
101a. FLYING FISH [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan of His Majesty's schooner, 1806 / drawn by Chapelle. 52.6 x 93 cm.

101b. FLYING FISH [technical drawing : blueprint] : sail plan of His Majesty's schooner, 1806 / drawn by Chapelle. 52.6 x 93.3 cm.

102. FOOKING SUEY [technical drawing : blueprint] : barque / drawn by M. MacNaught, 1916. 50.2 x 90.7 cm.


FURIOUS see ECLIPSE

FURNACE see ECLIPSE

GALLANT see ECLIPSE

104. GAFF RIGGED SLOOP [technical drawing : autograph] : lines / drawn by Alfred S. Brownell, 1902 June 7. 56.6 x 88.2 cm.

105. GAFF RIGGED SLOOP [technical drawing : autograph] : sail plan / drawn by Alfred S. Brownell, 1902 June 10. 54 x 60.8 cm.

106. GLADIATOR [technical drawing : autograph] : deck details, 1820-40 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island. 45 x 65.5 cm.

107. GLADIATOR [technical drawing : autograph] : lines, 1820-40 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island. 32.3 x 89 cm.

108. GLADIATOR [technical drawing : autograph] : sail plan, 1820-40 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island. 47.9 x 71.9 cm.


110. GRAMPUS [technical drawing : blueprint] : sail plan of U.S. schooner, 1820 December 22 / drawn by Charles Cafsell. 63.6 x 97.7 cm.

111. GRANDE TARTANE [technical drawing : autograph] : lines, 1789 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island. 40.4 x 66.1 cm.

112. GRANDE TARTANE [technical drawing : autograph] : sail plan, 1789 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island. 66 x 68.8 cm.
113. GRASSEHOPER [technical drawing: photocopy]: His Majesty's sloop, 1774 May / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 20.8 x 53.2 cm.

114. GUN LUGGER [technical drawing: photocopy] / drawn by Nelson, 1795 July 2. 32.2 x 46.9 cm.

115. GUNBOAT [technical drawing: blueprint]: built by Wm. Price for the U.S. Navy, 1803 / drawn by Chapelle. 47.1 x 49.4 cm.

116. HALF MOON [technical drawing: blueprint]: full stern view / drawn by G.B. Douglas, 1912 September. 50 x 57.6 cm.

117. HALF MOON [technical drawing: blueprint]: lines / drawn by G.B. Douglas, 1919. 46.3 x 90.5 cm.

118. HALF MOON [technical drawing: blueprint]: longitudinal section and deck plan / drawn by G.B. Douglas, 1912. 52.3 x 69.6 cm.

119. HALF MOON [technical drawing: blueprint]: poop deck, main deck, tween deck, and hold / drawn by G.B. Douglas, 1912. 60.3 x 63.7 cm.

120. HALF MOON [technical drawing: blueprint]: spar plan / drawn by G.B. Douglas, 1912. 68.7 x 76.4 cm.

121. HALIFAX [technical drawing: photocopy]: armed brig / drawn by John Marshall, 1801 March 25; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 20.2 x 53.4 cm.

122. HAYLING HOY [technical drawing: photocopy]: 1760. 21.6 x 53.5 cm.

123. HAZARD [technical drawing: blueprint]: sloop, 1744 / drawn by [Chapelle]. 38.7 x 89 cm.
HECKER see ECLIPSE

HORNET see WASHINGTON

q124. INDEPENDENCE 2 [technical drawing : blueprint] 46.5 x 105.7 cm.

125a. IRIS [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's ship / drawn by Winslow, 1779 June ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 18.8 x 57.6 cm.

125b. IRIS [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's ship / drawn by Winslow, 1779 June ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 33.3 x 96.2 cm.

126. JAMES F. JOY [technical drawing : photocopy] : lines of the barkentine / drawn by Stephen Langston, 1866 ; traced from the original by Richard P. Joy, 1929. 30.2 x 45.8 cm.

127a. JAMES F. JOY [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan of the barkentine / drawn by Stephen Langston, 1866 ; traced from the original by Richard P. Joy, 1929 October 11. 45.8 x 60.3 cm.

127b. JAMES F. JOY [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan of the barkentine / drawn by Stephen Langston, 1866 ; traced from the original by Richard P. Joy, 1929 October 11. 45.9 x 60.5 cm.


129. JOHN MCKEON [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan of pilot-boat / built by Isaac Webb, 1838 November. 29.2 x 36.3 cm.

130. KING FISHER SLOOP [technical drawing : photocopy] / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 18.5 x 52 cm.

131. KING OF PRUSSIA CUTTER [technical drawing : photocopy] : ca. 1763. 20.1 x 27.2 cm.

132a. LEE [technical drawing : photocopy] : a prize taken on Lake Champlain / drawn by Coleman, 1776. 28.3 x 47.1 cm.

132b. LEE [technical drawing : photocopy] : a prize taken on Lake Champlain / drawn by Coleman, 1776. 27.4 x 46.7 cm.


135. LIVELY [technical drawing : photocopy] : brigantine / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 17.7 x 53 cm.

136. LOYAL CONVERT [technical drawing : photocopy] : a prize taken on the River St. Lawrence, 1776 / drawn by Coleman. 28.5 x 47.4 cm.

137. LYNX [technical drawing : photocopy] / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 16.4 x 52.2 cm.

MANLY see CONTEST

138a. MARIA [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by Coleman, 1776. 21.4 x 50.5 cm.

138b. MARIA [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by Coleman, 1776. 22.3 x 50.4 cm.

139. MARY [technical drawing : photocopy] : galley, 1704. 20.2 x 25.2 cm.

140. MARY WHITE [technical drawing : blueprint] : sail plan of a Gloucester sloop / from original drawing no. 211, D.F. Harris & Co. Successors to E.L. Rowe & Sons, Inc., Gloucester. 35.8 x 48.6 cm.

141. MECKLENBURGH CUTTER [technical drawing : photocopy] : French built. 45.5 x 59.2 cm.

142a. MEDIATOR [technical drawing : blueprint] : sloop, 1745 / drawn by Chapelle. 45.5 x 73.5 cm.

142b. MEDIATOR [technical drawing : blueprint] : sail plan of sloop, 1745 / drawn by Chapelle. 54.5 x 96 cm.

143. MORNING STAR CUTTER [technical drawing : photocopy] 20.3 x 26.8 cm.

144. MUSQUIDOBIT [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's schooner / drawn by [Didrams?], 1816 May 10 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19.1 x 53.4 cm.

145a-fff. NAVAL ARCHITECTURE PLATES

q146. NEW HAVEN RACING SHARPIE [technical drawing : blueprint] / drawn by Chapelle, 1928 September 18. 42.8 x 131.7 cm.
NEWARK see TECUMSETH

147a. NEWS BOY [technical drawing: photocopy] : lines. (bow) 17.3 x 23.7 cm.

147b. NEWS BOY [technical drawing: photocopy] : lines. (stern) 16.1 x 24 cm.

148a. OSTRICH [technical drawing: photocopy] : His Majesty's sloop / drawn by Geo. White, 1777 November 20 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 22.4 x 54.8 cm.

148b. OSTRICH [technical drawing: photocopy] : His Majesty's sloop / drawn by Geo. White, 1777 November 20 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 22.5 x 54.7 cm.

149. OTTER [technical drawing: photocopy] : sloop, 1742 August 19 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 37 x 52.3 cm.

150. PANTALOON [technical drawing: photocopy] : 1836 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 23 x 55.1 cm.

151. PANTALOON [technical drawing: photocopy] : sail plan in the Admiralty, Somerset, 1834 October 16 / taken from the Admiralty, Whitehall. 44.2 x 54.8 cm.

152. PELICAN [technical drawing: photocopy] : His Majesty's sloop / drawn by Winslow, ca. 1776 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19.8 x 52.8 cm.

153. PENGUIN [technical drawing: photocopy] : Comeet Dutch Brig / drawn by Tippet, 1796 January 8 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 20.3 x 55.5 cm.

154. A PILOT BOAT [technical drawing: photocopy] 22.3 x 60.8 cm.

PLUMPER see CONTEST

PORPOISE see SHARK

PORPOISE U.S. schooner line and deck plans see DOLPHIN U.S. schooner 1821

PORPOISE U.S. schooner sail plans 1821 see SHARK U.S. schooner sail plans 1821

PORPOISE hermaphrodite 1836 see DOLPHIN hermaphrodite

155. PORTO [technical drawing: photocopy] : His Majesty's sloop / drawn by Geo. White, 1781 July 7 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19 x 52.6 cm.


157. RAINBOW [technical drawing : blueprint] : plan for packet. 44.8 x 119 cm.

158. RAINBOW [technical drawing : blueprint] : sail plan for packet. 39 x 89.3 cm.

159. RALEIGH [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's sloop / drawn by Winslow, 1779 October 21 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 21.5 x 57.6 cm.

160. RENOMMEE [technical drawing : photocopy] : taken by His Majesty's ship the Dover / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 21.5 x 53.1 cm.

161. RESOLUTE [technical drawing : photocopy] : schooner / designed and built by Hitchings and Joyce. 28 x 40.2 cm.

162. REVENUE CUTTER FOR THE NORTH [technical drawing : autograph] : 1829 May / drawn by Chapelle, 1937. 38.3 x 79.5 cm.

163. ROW GALLEY [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by Spotswood, 1814 ; copied from the original in the city of Washington. 29.7 x 44.9 cm.

164. ROWING CUTTER [technical drawing : autograph] / drawn by Alfred S. Brownell, 1902 July 5. 50 x 87.6 cm.

165. ROYAL SOVEREIGN [technical drawing : photocopy] : dimensions of His Majesty's ship / built by Peter Pett, 1637. 11.9 x 28.2 cm.

166. ST. HELENA [technical drawing : photocopy] : schooner packet, 1814 August / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 20.5 x 51.2 cm.

167. ST. LAWRENCE [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by Williams, 1815 May ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 16 x 50.8 cm.

168. SAVAGE [technical drawing : blueprint] : His Majesty's sloop, 1794 / drawn by [Chapelle]. 36.4 x 60.7 cm.
SAVINGER see CONTEST

169. SCORPION [technical drawing : photocopy] : 1785 March 26 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 20.1 x 51.7 cm.

SHAMROCK see CONTEST

170. SHARK [technical drawing : photocopy] : 1776 March 9 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 19 x 54.1 cm.

171. SHARK [technical drawing : blueprint] : inboard plans for the schooner built in 1821 / copied from the original in Washington, D.C. 27.9 x 76.1 cm.

172. SHARK [technical drawing : blueprint] : masts of spars for the schooner built in 1821 / copied from the original in Washington, D.C. 54.5 x 74.8 cm.

173. SHARK [technical drawing : autograph] : sail plan for U.S. schooners, 1821 / drawn by Chapelle, 1934. 46.6 x 84.2 cm.

174. SHARK [technical drawing : blueprint] : schooner built in 1821 / copied from the original in Washington, D.C. 39.2 x 64.9 cm.

SHARK U.S. schooner 1821 lines and deck plans see DOLPHIN U.S. schooner 1821

175. SHERNEFS LONG BOAT NO. 2 [technical drawing : photocopy] drawn by Mitchell, 1797 October. 23.2 x 51.9 cm.

SKYLARK see DILIGENCE

176. SLAVER BRIG [technical drawing : blueprint] : American built / traced from the original in the Peabody Museum, Salem, Mass. by Chapelle, 1930 December. 44.4 x 119.6 cm.

177. A SLOOP [technical drawing : photocopy] 22.3 x 60.8 cm.

178. SLOOP OF WAR [technical drawing : photocopy] : body plans. 23.6 x 57.5 cm.

179. SOMERS [technical drawing : blueprint] : sail plan of U.S. brig capsized off Mexico, 1846 December 8 / drawn by G.B. Douglas, 1918. 64 x 85.9 cm.

180. SPEEDWELL CUTTER [technical drawing : photocopy] : built at Dunkirk, 1760 June. 20.2 x 27.9 cm.
SPARKLER see ASSUALT

181a. SPEEDWELL SLOOP [technical drawing : blueprint] / drawn by Chapelle. 54 x 76.4 cm.

181b. SPEEDWELL SLOOP [technical drawing : blueprint] / drawn by Chapelle. 54 x 76.4 cm.

SPITFIRE see ASSUALT

182. SPY [technical drawing : photocopy] : sloop, 1755 July 25 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 28.7 x 49.5 cm.

SQUIRELL see BIDDEFORD

STEADY see ECLIPSE

183. A STEAMBOAT [technical drawing : photocopy] 22.2 x 60.7 cm.

STORK see ALDERNEY

184a. SULTANA [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's schooner / drawn by Hayes, 1768 June ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 37.5 x 52.9 cm.

184b. SULTANA [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's schooner / drawn by Hayes, 1768 June ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 36.4 x 52.7 cm.

185. SWALLOW [technical drawing : photocopy] : His Majesty's brig / drawn by Geo. White, ca. 1781 ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 21.4 x 54.5 cm.

SWIFT see DILIGENCE

SWIFT see DRAKE

186. TECUMSETH [technical drawing : photocopy] : schooner, 1815 April ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 34.8 x 52.2 cm.

THISTLE see CONTEST

187. THUNDERER [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by Coleman, 1776. 18 x 56.1 cm.

TIGRESS see ECLIPSE

188. TRIUMPH [technical drawing : photocopy] : lines of a Chesapeake Bay Bugeye, 1893. 34.2 x 58.2 cm.
189. TRIUMPH [technical drawing: photocopy]: sail plan of the Chesapeake Bay Bugeye, 1893. 25.3 x 37.5 cm.

190a. TRUXTON [technical drawing: photocopy]: lines of brig. (bow) 17.3 x 23.7 cm.

190b. TRUXTON [technical drawing: photocopy]: lines of brig. (stern) 17.3 x 23.7 cm.

191. TRUXTON [technical drawing: photocopy]: sail plan. 17 x 23.6 cm.

192. TUXTON [technical drawing: autograph]: deck details of the U.S. brig of war, 1842 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island, 1929. 50.8 x 100.7 cm.

193. TUXTON [technical drawing: autograph]: lines of the U.S. brig of war, 1842 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island, 1929. 43.6 x 128.5 cm.

194. TUXTON [technical drawing: autograph]: sail plan of the U.S. brig of war, 1842 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island, 1929. 56.4 x 79.8 cm.

195. UNIDENTIFIED SCHOONER [technical drawing: photocopy]: lines. 20.4 x 55 cm.

196. UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [technical drawing: photocopy]: detailing the ropes and stays. 23 x 35.8 cm.

197. UNIDENTIFIED SMALL BOATS [technical drawing: photocopy] 43 x 47.7 cm.

198. UNIDENTIFIED SMALL BOATS [technical drawing: photocopy] 44.5 x 51.4 cm.

199. UNIDENTIFIED SMALL BOATS [technical drawing: photocopy] 29.4 x 31.5 cm.

VICTORIA see DILIGENCE

200. VICTORY [technical drawing: blueprint]: Lord Nelson's ship of 1805; built 1765. 44.5 x 149 cm.

201. VICTORY [technical drawing: blueprint]: main deck, 1805. 54.6 x 99.5 cm.

202. VICTORY [technical drawing: blueprint]: sail plan. 66.1 x 108.5 cm.

VIGILANT see DILIGENCE
203. VIPER [technical drawing : photocopy] : 1755 August 16 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 38.5 x 52.7 cm.

VIPER see COLKATRICE

204. LA VIPERE [technical drawing : photocopy] : brig taken by His Majesty's ship Flora / drawn by Edw. Tippet, 1794 April 3; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 16.2 x 48 cm. Accompanied by dimensions of the masts.

205. VIRGINIA [technical drawing : photocopy] : 1782 November / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 18.3 x 53.2 cm.

206. VOLANTE [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan. 35.8 x 48.7 cm.

207. WARWICK ONE [technical drawing : photocopy] : sail plan. 42 x 42.5 cm. With accompanying text.

208. WASHINGTON [technical drawing : autograph] : deck details of a prize taken by the British on Lake Champlain, 1776 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island, 1929. 50.6 x 81.9 cm.

209. WASHINGTON [technical drawing : autograph] : guns and gun carriages of a prize taken by the British on Lake Champlain, 1776 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island, 1930. 44.3 x 78.9 cm.

210. WASHINGTON [technical drawing : autograph] : lines of a prize taken by the British on Lake Champlain, 1776 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island, 1929. 47.5 x 88 cm.

211. WASHINGTON [technical drawing : autograph] : sail plan and rigging detail of a prize taken by the British on Lake Champlain, 1776 / drawn by the Ship Model Society of Rhode Island, 1929. 54.4 x 79.5 cm.

212. WASHINGTON [technical drawing : photocopy] : a prize taken on Lake Champlain / drawn by Coleman, 1776. 23.4 x 54.5 cm.

213. WASP [technical drawing : autograph] : details of U.S. Navy sloop of war, 1807 / drawn by Chapelle, 1932. 38.4 x 73.7 cm.

214. WASP [technical drawing : autograph] : inboard profile and deck plan of the U.S. Navy sloop of war, 1806 / drawn by Chapelle, 1932. 38.5 x 87.5 cm.


217. WASP [technical drawing : autograph] : rigging, sail, and outboard profile plan of the U.S. Navy sloop of war, 1807 / drawn by Chapelle, 1932. 48.3 x 69.6 cm.


219. WATER WITCH [technical drawing : photocopy] / drawn by [Peake], 1834 November ; copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 21.1 x 55.6 cm.

WATER WITCH sail plan see PANTALOON sail plan

220. WEAZLE [technical drawing : photocopy] : sloop, 1745 / copied from the original in the Admiralty, Whitehall. 21.5 x 55.8 cm.

221a. WHITE SWAN [technical drawing : photocopy] : coaching launch hull plan / drawn by [E.I.S.]. 30.8 x 91.5 cm.

221b. WHITE SWAN [technical drawing : photocopy] : interior and fittings of coaching launch / drawn by E.I.S., 1945. 32.9 x 91.5 cm.

221c. WHITE SWAN [technical drawing : photocopy] : profile and deck plan of coaching launch / drawn by E.I.S., 1952 October. 31.8 x 91.5 cm.

Ship Model Photographs


223. AJAX [picture] : His Majesty's ship, 1795.

224. ALBAN [picture].
225. ALBERT BALDWIN [picture].
228. ALBERT BALDWIN [picture] : granite sloop.
234. ALGERIAN PIRATE SHIP [picture] / model by Alfred S. Brownell.
238. AMERICA [picture] : privateer
239. AN AMERICAN BARQUE [picture] : ca. 1850.
240. ANN & HOPE [picture].
244. L'ARIANE [picture] : 1830.
245. ARMED MALAY PROA [picture].
245a. ARMED MALAY PROA [picture].
246. ARMED SCHOONER [picture] : British, 1830.
251. A BENGAL PILOT BRIG [picture].
252. BLOCK ISLAND [picture].
254. A BOMBAY PLEASURE BOAT [picture].
262. A CASTLETOWN LUGGER [picture].
265. CHARLES W. MORGAN [picture] / model by Edgar B. Hammond ; with accompanying text.
266. CHESAPEAKE BAY SKIPJACK [picture] / model by Alfred S. Brownell ; with accompanying text.
266a. CHESAPEAKE BAY SKIPJACK [picture] / model by Alfred S. Brownell.

269. CHESAPEAKE BAY SKIPJACK [picture] / model by Alfred S. Brownell, 1946.

270. CHESTER [picture] : His Majesty's ship, 1691.

271. A CHINESE CARGO BOAT [picture].

272. A CHINESE CARGO BOAT [picture].


276. COLUMBIA [picture] : Gloucester fishing schooner, 1923 / model by Frederick W. Snow ; with accompanying text.

277. CONSTELLATION [picture].


279. CONSTITUTION [picture].

280. CONSTITUTION [picture].


283. CONSTITUTION [picture] / model by Spicer.

284. CORSAIR [picture] : steam yacht / model by H.E. Boucher ; with accompanying text.


288. A DINGHY [picture].
289. A DORY [picture].

290. DREADNOUGHT [picture] : clipper ship / model by Walter A. Simonds ; with accompanying text.


297. AN EGYPTIAN SHIP [picture] : 10th-12th dynasty.

298. AN EGYPTIAN SHIP [picture] : 10th-12th dynasty.

299. AN EGYPTIAN YACHT [picture] : Dahabiyeah.

300. AN ENGLISH BATTLESHIP [picture] : ca. 1703.

301. AN ENGLISH BATTLESHIP [picture] : ca. 1710.


303. AN ENGLISH MAN-O-WAR [picture] : 1580-1600.


305. AN ENGLISH MAN-O-WAR [picture] : ca. 1814 ; with accompanying text.


307. ENTERBORNRE [picture].

308. ENTERBORNRE [picture].

309. ENTERBORNRE [picture].

310. ENTERBORNRE [picture].

311. ENTERPRISE [picture] : schooner, 1799 / model by Capt. H. Percy Ashley ; with accompanying text.
314. FANTOME [picture] : His Majesty's 18-gun brig, 1838.
315. A FISHING SCHOONER [picture] : [Columbia?].
316. A FISHING SCHOONER [picture] : [Columbia?].
317. FLYING CLOUD [picture].
322. A FRENCH CORVETTE [picture].
323. FRIENDSHIP SLOOP [picture] / model by Robert B. Easton ; with accompanying text.
325. A GALLEY [picture].
326. A GALLEY [picture].
327. A GALLEY [picture].
328. A GALLEY [picture].
329. GENERAL JACKSON [picture] : American packet ship, ca. 1850 ; with accompanying text.
331. [GREEK? FRIGATE] [picture].
332. [GREEK? FRIGATE] [picture].
337. LE HASSEUR [picture] : brig of war.
341. ISLAND BELLE [picture] : Block Island fish boat, 1861 / model by Alfred S. Brownell.
342. ISLAND BELLE [picture] : interior view of Block Island fish boat, 1861 / model by Alfred S. Brownell.
343. AN ITALIAN FISHING BOAT [picture] / model by Alfred S. Brownell.
344. JAMES MADISON [picture] : topsail schooner / model by Frederick W. Snow ; with accompanying text.
346. JUNO [picture] : His Majesty's ship, 1757.
348. LAURA ENOS [picture] : Gloucester sloop / model by Alfred S. Brownell ; with accompanying text.
349. LAURA ENOS [picture] : Gloucester sloop, 1901.
351. [LA LOUCE] [picture] : French bark, 1866.
352. LYNX [picture] : privateer / model by Frederick W. Snow.
353. LYNX [picture] : privateer / model by Frederick W. Snow.
355. A MALTESE GALLEY [picture].
357. MAYFLOWER [picture] / model by Laurence A. Pritchard.
359. A MINE SWEEPER [picture].
373. NIAGARA [picture] / model by Alfred S. Brownell.
376. NINA [picture] / model by Abeking and Rusmussen ; with accompanying text.


380. NORTH RIVER SLOOP [picture] / model by Irving R. Wiles.

381. NORTH RIVER SLOOP [picture] / model by Irving R. Wiles.

382. 120-GUN SHIP [picture] : French, 1783.


386. PROVIDENCE [picture] : sloop / model by Alfred S. Brownell ; with accompanying text.


389. PURITAN [picture] : sloop and schooner yacht, 1885 / model by H.E. Boucher ; with accompanying text.


392. LA REVANCHE [picture] / model by Dr. Vogel.

393. LA REVANCHE [picture] / model by Dr. Vogel.

394. LA REVANCHE [picture] / model by Dr. Vogel.

395. LA REVANCHE [picture] / model by Dr. Vogel.

396. LA REVANCHE [picture] / model by Dr. Vogel.

397. LA REVANCHE [picture] / model by Dr. Vogel.

398. LA REVANCHE [picture] / model by Dr. Vogel.

399. LA REVANCHE [picture] / model by Dr. Vogel.

400. LA REVANCHE [picture] / model by Dr. Vogel.
401. RISING STATES [picture].
402. A ROWBOAT [picture].
403. ROYAL CHARLES [picture] : His Majesty's ship, 1672.
408. ST. LAWRENCE SKIFF [picture].
409. SANTA MARIA [picture] / model by R.C. Anderson ; with accompanying text.
410. SAVANNAH [picture] : four masted schooner, 1901 / model by Frederick W. Snow ; with accompanying text.
413. A 64 GUN SHIP [picture] : ca. 1750.
415. A SLOOP [picture].
418. A SLOOP YACHT [picture] : ca. 1860 ; with accompanying text.
420. SPEEDWELL [picture].
421. STATEN YACHT [picture].
424. TANCOOK WHALER [picture] / model by Alfred S. Brownell ; with accompanying text.
427. THATCHER MAGOUN [picture] : clipper ship, 1856 / model by Bernard Hart ; with accompanying text.
432. TRIUMPH [picture] : His Majesty's ship, 1764.
434. AN UNFINISHED ENGLISH MODEL [picture].
435. AN UNFINISHED MODEL [picture] / model by Rowan.
437. AN UNFINISHED MODEL [picture] / model by Rowan.
439. AN UNIDENTIFIED AMERICAN SHIP MODEL [picture].
440. AN UNIDENTIFIED AMERICAN SHIP MODEL [picture].
441. AN UNIDENTIFIED AMERICAN SHIP MODEL [picture].
441a. AN UNIDENTIFIED AMERICAN SHIP MODEL [picture].
442. AN UNIDENTIFIED AMERICAN SHIP MODEL [picture].
443. AN UNIDENTIFIED AMERICAN SHIP MODEL [picture].
444. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture].
445. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture].
446. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture] : interior view.
447. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture].

449. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture].

450. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture].

451. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture].

452. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture]: interior view.

453. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture]: interior view.

454. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture].

455. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture].

456. AN UNIDENTIFIED MODEL [picture].

457. AN UNIDENTIFIED STEAMSHIP MODEL [picture].

458. VALKENISSE [picture]: Dutch East Indianman, 1717.

459. VALKENISSE [picture]: Dutch East Indianman, 1717.

460. VANGUARD [picture]: His Majesty's ship, 1835.

461. LE VENGEUR [picture]: 1794 / model by the French prisoners in Porchester Castle, 1798.

462. VICTORINE [picture]: sloop / model by Capt. H. Percy Ashley.

463. WABASH [picture] / model by John J. Davis.

464. WABASH [picture] / model by John J. Davis.


466. WABASH [picture] / model by John J. Davis.

467. WHALEBOAT [picture].


469. WYOMING [picture].
470. AMERICA [art reproduction] / from the original sketch by Oswald W. Beverly.


472. BENGAL [art reproduction] : 1830.

473. BENJAMIN F. PACKARD [art reproduction] / from the painting by Charles R. Patterson.

474. CADMUS [art reproduction] / from the original watercolor by Antoine Roux ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.

475. CLEOPATRA'S BARGE [art reproduction] : yacht of Salem, 1816 / from the original by Antoine Pittaluga, 1817 ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.

476. CLEOPATRA'S BARGE [art reproduction] : yacht of Salem, 1816 / from the original by Antoine Pittaluga, 1817 ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.


478. CORVETTE DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE [art reproduction].

479. CYGNET [art reproduction] : of Salem / from the original watercolor by Anthony Roux, 1824 ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.

480. DENMARK [art reproduction].

481. DUTCH EAST INDIAMAN [art reproduction] : 1720 / from the painting by Griffith Bailyvale.


482. ERIN [art reproduction] : of Salem / from the painting by Montardier du Havre ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.

483. EXPERIMENT [art reproduction] : brig of Newburyport / from the original watercolor by Nicolas Cammillieri, 1807 ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.

484. FLYING CLOUD [art reproduction] / from the painting by Charles R. Patterson.


487. GRAND TURK [art reproduction] : letter of marque, 1815 / from the original by Anton Roux, 1815.


HECLA see B.P. CHENEY

489. HERCULES [art reproduction] : of Salem / from the original watercolor attributed to Michele Filece Corne ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.

490. LEANDER [art reproduction] : brig of Salem / from the original watercolor by E. Camillati, 1830 ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.


492. MONK [art reproduction] : of Salem / from the original by Nicolas Cammillieri, 1806.


496. OLINDA [art reproduction] : brig of Salem / from the painting by Francois Roux, 1827 ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.

497. ONTARIO [art reproduction] : U.S.S. sloop of war / from the original watercolor by A. Carlotta ; now in the Peabody Museum, Salem.


PACTOLUS see B.P. CHENEY

499. PICKERING [art reproduction] : brig.

500. PROVIDENCE [art reproduction] / by Williams.
501. REINDEER AND THE WASP [art reproduction].

ST. KATHERINE see B.P. CHENEY


503. A STEAMSHIP [art reproduction].


505. AN UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [art reproduction] : signalling for a pilot / from the painting by Charles R. Patterson.

506. AN UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [art reproduction].

507. AN UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [art reproduction].

WASP see REINDEER

Photographs of Sailing Vessels


512. ALBERT BALDWIN [picture] : bow view from above.


524. CHARLES W. MORGAN [picture].
537. DESDEMONA AND ROUSSEAU [picture].
538. DESDEMONA AND ROUSSEAU [picture].
539. DESDEMONA [picture].
541. ISOBEL II [picture] : brig.
542. ISOBEL II [picture] : brig.
543. MOUNT HOPE FERRY [picture].


ROUSSEAU see DESDEMONA

551. AN UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [picture] : main fife rail.

552. AN UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [picture] : mizzen from crojack to middle of topmast.

553. AN UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [picture] : mizzen fully manned.

554. AN UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [picture] : hammock rail.

555. AN UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [picture] : mizzen from middle of topmast.

556. AN UNIDENTIFIED SHIP [picture] : under full sail.


558. VICTORY [picture] : His Majesty's flagship, 1805.

559. VICTORY [picture] : His Majesty's flagship, 1805.

560. VICTORY [picture] : His Majesty's flagship, 1805.

561. VICTORY [picture] : His Majesty's flagship, 1805.

562. VICTORY [picture] : His Majesty's flagship, 1805.

Figureheads

563. FIGUREHEAD [technical drawing : photocopy].
564. FIGUREHEAD [picture] : from the Charles W. Morgan; with accompanying notes on ship.


566. FIGUREHEAD [picture] : from American ship Creole, 1847.

567. FIGUREHEAD [picture] : from His Majesty's ship Royal George, 1715.

568. FIGUREHEAD [picture] : from His Majesty's ship Royal George, 1715.

Armaments

569. ARMAMENTS [photocopy].

570. ARMAMENTS [photocopy].

571. CANNON [picture].

572. CANNON [picture].

573. CANNON [picture] : 24 pounder long gun from His Majesty's ship Confiance.


575. CANNONS [picture].


577. CANNONS [picture] : 12 pounder long guns captured from the British frigate Macedonian.

578. CANNONS [photocopy].


580. CARRONADE [picture] : at Naval Training Station, Newport.


582. CARRONADE [picture] : 32 pounder carronade from His Majesty's ship Cyane.

583. CURSORY OBSERVATIONS RELATIVE TO THE MOUNTING OF CANNON IN A NEW WAY, AND TO NAVAL WAR [text] / printed by E. Oswald for Elizabeth Holt. 23 p.

584. DIMENSIONS OF U.S. NAVAL ORDNANCE [text : photocopy]. 3p. ; ill.

585. IRON GUNS [photocopy].


587. IRON GUNS [picture].

588. IRON GUNS [picture].

589. IRON SWIVEL [technical drawing : autograph] : from His Majesty's ship Bounty.

589a. IRON SWIVEL [technical drawing : autograph] : from His Majesty's ship Bounty.

590. IRON SWIVEL [technical drawing : autograph] : from His Majesty's ship Bounty.

591. MARSHALL'S PRACTICAL MARINE GUNNERY [text]. 15 p. ; ill.

592. MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS IN GUNNERY [text]. 10 p. ; ill.

593. MONITORS [text]. 2 p. ; ill.


595. NAVAL GUN CARRIAGES [text]. 1 p. ; ill.

596. OF IRON GUNS [text]. 33 p. ; ill.

597. 12 POUNDER AND BOAT CARRIAGE [photocopy].


612. CATALOGUE OF THE FIRST ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF SHIP MODELS BY CONTEMPORARY MASTERS OF THE VERY HONORABLE AND ANCIENT ART CRAFT [text]. -- New York : Max Williams, c1919. 24 p. ; ill.


636. THE NETOPIAN [text] / Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company. -- Providence, R.I. : Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company, c1926. 16 p. ; ill.

637. THE NETOPIAN [text] / Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company. -- Providence, R.I. : Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company, c1926. 16 p. ; ill.


665. STORY OF NEW BEDFORD WHALING FISHING AND DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIES [text]. -- Reynolds Printing. 13 p. ; ill.


**Manuscript Materials**


693. VESSELS OWNED, OR PARTLY SO, BY ED. CARRINGTON [text]: typescript list of name, tons, year and first master. 1 p.


695. THE WHALING SCHOONER JOHN R. MANTA [text]: typescript account of the second mate. 7 p.

Printed Materials

THE ALDEN-DESIGNED 68 FOOT KETCH QUAIL see A MODIFIED BLOCK ISLANDER TYPE.
THE ALL-PURPOSE DINGHY HAS ARRIVED see CLIPPER SHIPS-
ANIENT AND OLD.


697. A BLOCK ISLAND BOAT FOR SAN PEDRO [text] / Yachting. 2 p.;
ill.

BOLERO see A REAL CAPE COD CAT DESIGNED BY ALDEN.

by W. Starling Burgess, Yachting, 1930 December. 4 p.; ill.

699. CAT BOAT [text] : sail plan and lines. 2 p.; ill.

700. A CENTERBOARD YAWL FOR OCEAN RACING [text] / taken from
Yachting, 1949 January. 2 p.; ill.

development of the Keel Catboat / by H.I. Chapelle, Yachting,
1932 August ; plans attached. 6 p.; ill.

702. Chapelle, H.I. THE BERMUDA SLOOPS AND DINGHIES [text] / by
H.I. Chapelle, Yachting, 1933 April ; plans attached. 4 p.; ill.

703. Chapelle, H.I. THE CAPE COD CATBOAT [text] / by H.I.
Chapelle, Yachting, 1932 November. 6 p.; ill.

704. Chapelle, H.I. THE CONSTELLATION MYTH [text] / by Howard
I. Chapelle, The Rhode Islander, 1949 April 3. 2 p.; ill.

Chapelle, Yachting, 1932 July. 6 p.; ill.

706. Chapelle, H. I. THE GLOUCESTER "SLOOP BOATS" [text] / by
H.I. Chapelle, Yachting, 1933 January ; plans attached. 4 p.; ill.

Chapelle, Yachting, 1932 May ; plan attached. 6 p.; ill.

708. Chapelle, H.I. THE SKIPJACK [text] / by H.I. Chapelle,
Yachting, 1932 June ; plan attached. 6 p.; ill.

709. CLIPPERSHIP "LIGHTNING", OF BOSTON [text] / copied from
U.S. NAUTICAL MAGAZINE, 1885 December, 1886 January ; plans
attached. 9 p.; ill.
710. THE COCKPIT [text] / Yachting. 2 p. ; ill.


A CRUISING HOUSEBOAT FOR INLAND WATERS see TWO 65-FOOT YAWLS BY JOHN ALDEN.


713. Davis, C.G. CLIPPER SHIPS- ANCIENT AND OLD [text] / by C.G. Davis, Yachting, 1932 March. 8 p. ; ill.

714. Davis, C.G. THE HUDSON RIVER SLOOPS [text] / by C.G. Davis, Yachting, 1932 September. 8 p. ; ill.


716. Davis, C.G. SOME REAL BALTIMORE CLIPPERS [text] / by C.G. Davis, Yachting, 1925 August. 4 p. ; ill.

717. Davis, Charles G. THE BRIG RIG [text] / by Charles G. Davis, Yachting, 1933 December. 6 p. ; ill.

718. DeFontaine, Ham. GADGETS AND GILHICKIES [text] : for taking off lines / Ham DeFontaine, Yachting, 1945 November. 1 p. ; ill.

719. deFontaine, W.H. LET'S LOOK AT HER LINES [text] : an elementary explanation of the lines by which a Naval architect reveals the form of a hull / by W.H. deFontaine, Yachting, 1949 May. 3 p. (incomplete) ; ill.

720a-j. DIMENSIONS AND SIZES OF MATERIALS FOR BUILDING A FRIGATE OF 36 guns [text]. 10 p.


A 55-M.P.H. HYDROPLANE-TYPE RUNABOUT see LAUGHING GULL.


A 46-FOOT CRUISER FOR FOREIGN BUILDING see LAUGHING GULL.

HALF-O A 53-FOOT WELDED STEEL CRUISER see A CENTERBOARD YAWL FOR OCEAN RACING.

728. HOPEWELL [text] / Yachting, 1948 May. 1 p. [incomplete]; ill.

729. INFANTA [text]: a new yawl by Rhodes / taken from Yachting. 2 p.; ill.


732. LAUGHING GULL [text]: a 44-footer for Percy Chubb / taken from Yachting, 1949 July. 2 p.; ill.

LILLE DANSKER, ADAPTED FROM THE DANISH TOLL CRUISERS see A BLOCK ISLAND BOAT FOR SAN PEDRO.

LUDERS-DESIGNED 49' FLUSH DECK SLOOP see A MODERN 42-FOOT CATAMARAN BY HUNT.


734. Martyr, Weston. LOOKING AT A SIXTEENTH CENTURY SHIP [text]: a model of an Elizabethan galleon as constructed from plans preserved in the library of Samuel Pepys / by Weston Martyr, Yachting, 1932 April. 3 p. [incomplete]; ill.

735. A MODERN 42-FOOT CATAMARAN BY HUNT [text] / taken from Yachting. 2 p.; ill.

736. A MODIFIED BLOCK ISLANDER TYPE [text] / Yachting, 1948 October. 2 p.; ill.
737. Mundy, Talbot. THE SPONGE FLEET OF TARPON SPRINGS [text] / by Talbot Mundy, Yachting, 1932 December. 6 p. ; ill.


740. THE OLGA [text] / The Rudder. 2 p. [incomplete]; ill.

AN OWNER-BUILT SPORT FISHERMAN see INFANTA.


A POWERBOAT FOR SAILORMEN BY SCHEEL see A 60-FOOT YAWL BY JOHN ALDEN.


743. RAINBOW [text] / The Rudder, October. 4 p. [incomplete] ; ill.


745. BOLERO [text] : largest modern ocean racer / taken from Yachting. 2 p. ; ill.

A SCHEEL MOTOR-SAILER see A FAST 40-FOOT CRUISING YAWL.

746. SHIPS AND SHIP MODELS. miscellaneous articles. 46 p. ; ill.


SLOOP BY DEBES see SPARKMAN AND STEPHENS YAWL.

748. Smith, Captain Charlton. SAILING VESSELS THAT FREIGHTED GRANITE FROM CAPE ANN TO BOSTON IN ANY WEATHER NOW ONLY A MEMORY / by Captain Charlton Smith. 1 p. ; ill.

749. SPARKMAN AND STEPHENS YAWL [text] / taken from The Rudder, 1948 March. 2 p. ; ill.

A STOCK 34-FOOTER BY STEPHEN BROS. see INFANTA.

750. SWEETHEART [text] / The Rudder [no date]. 4 p. ; ill.


752a. NOMANSLAND SAILBOAT, A VANISHING TYPE BY WILLIAM H. TAYLOR see CLIPPER SHIPS- ANCIENT AND OLD. SEE ALSO 378 & 379.


TWIN SCREW 45-FOOT DIESEL POWERED CRUISER see A 1946 BERMUDA RACE PROSPECT.

754. TWO 65-FOOT YAWLS BY JOHN ALDEN [text] / taken from Yachting. 2 p.; ill.


Materials on Alfred S. Brownell

756a-h. Alfred S. Brownell [picture] : working on ship models.


760a-f. Brownell, Alfred S. Miscellaneous sketches in the hand of Brownell.

761a-l Wales, George A. Miscellaneous drawings in the hand of Wales.

761m-n Wales, George A. Miscellaneous drawings in the hand of Wales.


766. Suite of photocopies of pictures of the ship Niagara. 20 a-t. Xerox copies.